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a b s t r a c t

A semi-submersible structure has been widely used for offshore drilling and production of oil and gas.
The small water plane area makes the structure very sensitive to weight increase in terms of payload and
stability. Therefore, it is necessary to lighten the substructure from the early design stage. This study aims
at an optimization of hull structure based on a sophisticated yield and buckling strength in accordance
with classification rules. An in-house strength assessment system is developed to automate the pro-
cedure such as a generation of buckling panels, a collection of required panel information, automatic
buckling and yield check and so on. The developed system enables an automatic yield and buckling
strength check of all panels composing the hull structure at each iteration of the optimization. Design
variables are plate thickness and stiffener section profiles. In order to overcome the difficulty of large
number of design variables and the computational burden of FE analysis, various methods are proposed.
The steepest descent method is selected as the optimization algorithm for an efficient search. For a
reduction of the number of design variables and a direct application to practical design, the stiffener
section variable is determined by selecting one from a pre-defined standard library. Plate thickness is also
discretized at 0.5t interval. The number of FE analysis is reduced by using equations to analytically
estimating the stress changes in gradient calculation and line search steps. As an endeavor to robust
optimization, the number of design variables to be simultaneously optimized is divided by grouping the
scantling variables by the plane. A sequential optimization is performed group by group. As a verification
example, a central column of a semi-submersible structure is optimized and compared with a conven-
tional optimization of all design variables at once.
© 2018 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Semi-submersible structure has been used in a number of spe-
cific offshore roles such as offshore drilling rigs, safety vessels, oil
production platforms, and heavy lift cranes. A semi-submersible rig
consists of an upper hull with drilling equipment, a drilling floor
with derrick structure, two pontoons and several columns con-
necting the pontoons to the upper hull. They are designed with
good stability and seakeeping characteristics, especially low heave
motion. However, the small water plane causes structure to be
quite vulnerable to weight increase, which sometimes results in a

failure of meeting design payload and stability requirement. As the
detailed design progresses, topside weight tends to increase, thus,
it is recommended to secure someweight margin by optimizing the
substructure from the initial design phase.

There have been many studies on weight optimization of ship
structure. MAESTRO developed first by Owen Hughes (1983) pro-
vides means to model from an entire ship structure down to the
stiffener level together with various loads such as weights, hydro-
static and hydrodynamic loads. It has been also applied for a limit
state based ship optimization utilizing Sequential Linear Pro-
gramming (SLP). A more advanced optimization capability, using a
two-step iterative procedure andmulti-objective optimization, was
proposed by Ma et al (Ma et al., 2013). This strategy decomposes a
large computationally expensive problem into a number of sub-
problems. A local subspace optimizer controls its own set of local
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design variables and is charged with satisfying its own limit state
constraints, while a system-level optimizer plays a role of coordi-
nating and ensuring each local design in agreement with others. A
multi-objective optimization at the stiffened plate level is applied
to minimize the weight and the manufacturing cost of stiffened
plate using the simulated annealing algorithm. The approach was
extended to account the design variables at the hull girder global
level (Stone and McNatt, 2017). A global design objective of hull
girder Vertical Center of Gravity (VCG) is directly included in the
optimization problem. However, MAESTRO has a disadvantage of
using relatively coarse mesh model, so called strake based FE
analysis. It makes some differences in the results from the con-
ventional longi-spacing based modeling. Furthermore, the ultimate
strength assessment method yields some different results from
buckling check codes of classification rules. The large number of
design variables for the stiffener sectional configurations are also a
huddle to a robust convergence to an optimal design.

Nobukawa and Zhou (1996) developed a discrete optimization
method for the minimization of material cost and welding cost of
ship structure using the genetic algorithm. A cargo ship with large
hatch openings is taken as a numerical example and bending
strength, shear strength, buckling strength, horizontal deflection,
and midship section modulus were analyzed using matrix method
and analytical methods. Plate thickness, stiffener flange, web
dimension, and longitudinal space are treated as discrete design
variables. Yu et al. (2010) performed an optimization to minimize
both material cost and labor cost of ship with treating ship plate
thickness and seam layout as design variables. Yield strength by
Finite Element Method (FEM), buckling strength, and rule scantling
requirements are taken into account.

This study proposes an optimization of a semi-submersible
structure based on an in-house system for an automatic strength
assessment for stiffened structure. Especially, its automatic 3D
panel generation module and buckling/yield strength check mod-
ule are working on the FE analysis result data and they are devel-
oped to enable an automatic panel-basis assessment which reflects
the actual engineering practice as it is. A few efforts to overcome
huddles to make it difficult to apply the optimization to a real

structural design are added. Stress estimation formulas to predict
stress changes for the design scantling changes are proposed to
reduce the burden of FE analysis. Design variables are discretized to
model the plate thickness and stiffener section configurations
which are inherently discrete in engineering design. The approach
can reduce the number of design variables and avoid an unrealistic
optimal set of stiffener sections. Last, an attempt to decompose
scantling variables into groups by the plane on which they are
placed and to execute the optimization of the groups in a sequential
manner. It is particularly appropriate to semi-submersible structure
where the global load effects are much less than ship structure.

The contents are unfolded as follows. An in-house system
developed for an automatic global and local strength is briefly
introduced. Details of optimization formulation are explained one
by one: definition of objective function and constraints, dis-
cretization of stiffener section profiles, stress estimation formulas,
and discretization of plate thickness. Next, as a pre-study for plane-
by-plane optimization, the effects of scantling changes of one plane
on the other planes are investigated. As a verification example, a
central column of semi-structure is optimized using the proposed
methods.

2. Automatic global and local strength assessment system

The general analysis procedure for semi-submersible structures
is depicted in Fig. 1 and an in-house system was developed to
automate the process.

A brief description for each step and the corresponding module
of the system is laid below.

� Wave load analysis: the design wave approach is used for a
global strength analysis of semi-submersible structures. Design
waves are determined from a wave load analysis to calculate
Response Amplitude Operator (RAO) for critical load parameters
defined in Fig. 2. Then, a series of short term analysis are per-
formed for sea states selected from a Hs-Tp contour on a wave
scatter diagram and design regular waves to realize the short
term response of the critical load parameters are determined.

Fig. 1. General strength analysis procedure of semi-submersible structure.
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� Global & local strength analysis: global strength analysis using
an entire FE model is performed for the design waves and static
loading conditions. Local analysis is carried out for each of col-
umn or pontoon model separately for the extreme local static &
dynamic pressure which are defined as simplified formulas in
classification rule.

� Global stress scanning: in order to consider a conservative
global stress estimation, a global stress of each element is
determined by performing a scanning process to find the
maximum stress while all design waves passes the floating
structure. That is, a combination of a design wave and a phase
angle that gives the maximum stress to each element is found.
This is required in order to reduce the number of combinations
of global load cases and local load cases. The scanning process
plays a role of merging the global load cases into one load case
even if it would be conservative since the maximum stresses
don't happen simultaneously.

� Global stress mapping: for a combination of the global stress
and the local stress in element level, both stress results should
be represented in the same FE model. Since the local model has
more detailed structural information with finer mesh than the
global model, it is reasonable to transfer the stress results of the
global model to the local model. Stress mapping is a process that
assigns the scanned global stress to the local model. The position
of Gaussian points of global model and local model are not
coincident due to the different mesh size. For each Gaussian
point of the local mesh, the closest Gaussian point of the global
mesh is searched and its global stress is mapped to the local
Gaussian point.

� Stress combination: a combination of the global and local stress
needs to be proceeded for a buckling and yield strength
assessment. Semi-submersible structures generally use the Load
and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) method. In LRFD method,
each load is multiplied by a predefined load factor to account for
the uncertainty of the load and yield stress by a resistance factor
considering the uncertainty of material strength in accordance
with the classification rule.

� Automatic panel generation: to check the buckling strength, a
panel which is a basic unit of the assessment needs to be
defined. The finite element model is composed of elements and
nodes, and the elements are classified into shell and beam types.
A panel is formed by finding shell elements surrounded by beam
elements or perpendicular shell elements. The panel search is
enabled by a recursive panel search algorithm which

continuously adds a neighboring element on the same plane if
there isn't any beam element or any perpendicular shell element
in-between until there is any more element to be added.

� Automatic buckling check: for each combined load case, the
corresponding combined mean stress components are auto-
matically found for each of the generated panels. Other panel
information such as panel dimensions, panel thickness, stiffener
section profile, pressure magnitude are also collected from the
FE model. Then, buckling and yield strength are assessed in
accordance with a classification rule. As the yield strength
check, minimum plate thickness andminimum sectionmodulus
of the stiffener with effective breadth are calculated and
compared with the corresponding actual values. Fig. 3 shows a
finite element model of a column and a generated panel model
on which the buckling check results are plotted.

3. Formulation of an optimization problem

In the previous section, a brief description on the development
of automation systems for a semi-submersible structure was
introduced. Based on this automated system, a weight optimization
of semi-submersible structure is performed. The optimization
particularly aims at a practical application with affordable
computational time and robust convergence.

Basically, this study adopts the steepest descent method which
has an advantage of being able to approach the optimal solution
quickly, even if the capability of finding a global optimum is lower
than a probabilistic optimization algorithm such as the genetic al-
gorithm or the simulated annealing method (Rao, 2009). However,
in a structural optimization problem, structural design variables
have monotonic relationship with objective functions, and con-
straints on the whole. That is, it can be roughly regarded that yield
strength and buckling strength monotonically are proportional to
the scantlings of stiffened plate and the structural weight inversely
proportional. On the other hand, the computation burden for
calculation of constraints is much smaller than other probabilistic
optimization algorithms.

The entire optimization process is explained in Fig. 4 and
summarized as the following steps.

Step 1 Start with an arbitrary initial point X1 (i¼ 1)
Step 2 Find the search direction Si from the gradient of uncon-

strained objective function which consists of steel weight
and a penalty term representing the sum of constraint vi-
olations of yield strength and buckling strength. Details of
the unconstrained objective function is explained in

Fig. 2. Critical load of semi-submersible structure.

Fig. 3. Automatic panel generation example for a column.
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subsection 3.1. For the assessment of gradients, the central
difference method is adopted and the stress changes upon
the change of scantlings are estimated using simple stress
estimation equations to minimize the computational time.
The validity of the equations is to be verified separately in
subsection 3.3.

Si ¼ �Vpi ¼ �VpðXiÞ

Step 3 Determine the optimal step length l*i along the direction Si
and a new design point Xiþ1. This process is called line
search. In this step, the plate thickness is discretized by 0.5t
and the stiffener section by a predefined list. Details of the
discretization is discussed in subsection 3.2.

Xiþ1 ¼ Xi þ l�i Si ¼ Xi � l�i Vpi

Step 4Update the stresses, buckling and yield strength of FE
model for Xiþ1 through a FE analysis.

Step 5 Check the optimality and convergency of the new point
Xiþ1. If Xiþ1 is identified to be the optimum, stop the pro-
cess. Otherwise, set Xi ¼ Xiþ1and go to Step 2.

3.1. Objective function and constraints

The weight of the structure is the target to be minimized. The
weight can be calculated by adding up all scantlings. Buckling and
yield strength of all panels of structure need to be satisfied as

constraints. As a code for buckling strength, DNV.PULS and DNV-
RP-C201-Part1 (DNV, 2010a), which are frequently used as an ul-
timate strength check code in engineering practice, are adopted in
this example. The yield strength is checked by evaluating the
required minimum plate thickness and the minimum stiffener
section modulus in accordance with DNV-OS-C101 (DNV, 2010b).
Global membrane stress and local bending stress caused by lateral
pressure are taken into account.

The above-mentioned constraints are added to the objective
function as a penalty function, which changes the optimization
problem to an unconstrained optimization problem. A quadratic
exterior penalty function is used as the penalty function, which
always yields a slightly infeasible optimal solution when the
constraint violation criterion is set as 1.0. Thus, the violation cri-
terion is reduced to 0.95 to satisfy all constraints when reaching an
optimal. That is, the upper limit of each constraint is set 0.95. The
objective function of the modified non-constrained optimization is
defined as follows:

pðXÞ ¼ f þ rfðXÞ ¼ f þ r
X
i

½maxð0; ciðXÞ � 0:95Þ�2

Here, pðXÞ: unconstrained objective function
f ðXÞ: total structural weight of the structure
r: penalty parameter
fðXÞ : penalty function
ciðXÞ: usage factor for yield strength and buckling strength (safe
when ciðXÞ<1:0Þ

Fig. 4. Overall process of optimization.
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3.2. Discretization of stiffener section profiles

Design variables are the thickness of plate and the stiffener
sections. The section is decided by selecting one of a pre-defined
stiffener library instead of separately treating all dimensions such
as flange width, flange thickness, web height and web thickness.
The library contains 163 sections generally used in ship design
including flat bar sections, L-type rolled sections and T-type built
up sections. This approach is intended to reduce the number of
design variables and avoid unrealistic optimal solutions. Two ways
are available for numbering the stiffener sections in the library in
the ascending order of sectional area or moment of inertia. The
numbering is important since the number is actually controlled in
the optimization tominimize the unconstrained objective function.
The weight of stiffener is proportional to its sectional area, but the
reciprocal of usage factor is not exactly proportional to neither the
sectional area nor the moment of inertia. Thus, it needs to check
which is more effective with respect to the correlations with
objective functions. The weight of stiffened panel is proportional to
the sectional area of stiffener, but buckling strength can be more
sensitive to 2nd moment of inertia. The selection is also strongly
related with a decision which is chosen for the denominator of
gradients of the unconstrained objective function.

Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) plots the sum of normalized weight and
usage factor versus the sectional area and the moment of inertia,
respectively. As identified in Fig. 5(a), when the normalized
sectional area is below about 0.65, the sum decreases with the
sectional area due to the rapid decrease of usage factors in spite of
the steady increase of weight. However, as it goes beyond 0.65, the
decrease of usage factor becomes dull and the weight increase
becomes governing. In spite of these general trend, there exist
some variations in the relationship because of the non-monotonic
correlation between the usage factor and the sectional area. In
case of the moment of inertia (Fig. 5(b)), the variation becomes
larger due to the non-monotonic correlation between the usage
factor and themoment of inertia as well as that between theweight
and the moment of inertia.

Conclusively, it can be regarded that the correlation of the sum
of weight and usage factor is stronger with the sectional area than
moment of inertia. Thus, the stiffener sections in the library are
numbered in the ascending order of sectional area and the number
is treated as a design variables in the optimization.

Next, a questionmay rise regarding which parameters should be
used as denominator for the calculation of gradients of the un-
constrained objective function, the sectional area or the moment of
inertia. For this investigation, two optimizations are performed for

Fig. 6. An illustrating optimization problem to investigate how to calculate gradients for stiffener sections (a) definition of design variables (b) optimization results.

Fig. 5. The relationship between the sum of weight and usage factor and (a) sectional area (b) 2nd moment of inertia.
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one face of outer column shell while using the sectional area or the
moment of inertia as the denominator. Here, two optimizations use
the respective stiffener libraries where stiffeners are listed in terms
of the sectional area and the moment of inertia, respectively. The
optimization problem consists of four plate thickness variables and
three stiffener variables defined in Fig. 6 (a).

All panels on the plane should satisfy the yield strength and the
buckling strength in accordance with DNV-RP-C201 Part 1 (DNV,
2010a) under three static and dynamic load cases. Other details of
the formulation are explained in Section 5.

As identified in the optimization results plotted in Fig. 6 (b), two
cases yields similar results but the case of sectional area provides
slightly better optimal result. Thus, the sectional area is selected as
the denominator for the gradient of unconstrained objective
function regarding stiffener section.

3.3. Stress estimation formulas

For the gradient calculation of the design variables or the line
search stage, this study proposes analytical formulas to predict
stress changes for design changes instead of the finite element
analysis. This facilitates a practical application of optimization
technique by mitigate the computation burden. In the finite
element analysis for ship or offshore structure, the offset of stiff-
eners is not applied in the local model as well as in the global
model. That is, the neutral axis of stiffener is located at the mid-
plane of plate differently from the actual structure. In buckling
check codes of stiffened plate such as DNV-RP-C201, the membrane
stress is used as in-plane stresses and the bending stress of a panel
is separately calculated using the beam theory in the buckling
check code. Thus, zero offset of stiffener is applied in order to avoid
the overlap of local bending stress in the yield and buckling
strength assessment as shown in Fig. 7.

Thus, the stress resulted from FE analysis is membrane stress,
the plate stress is inversely proportional to the change of cross-
sectional area. The stress change is evaluated by taking into ac-
count both the changes of plate thickness and the stiffener section
area. The normal stresses can be predicted using the following
formula.

sest ¼ sori
Areaori
Arearev

¼ sori
ðtoriBÞ þ Aori

ðtrevBÞ þ Arev
(1)

Here, the subscript of ori indicates original scantling and rev
revised scantling. The parameters, t, B, and A are represented in
Fig. 7. The shear stress is calculated by reflecting only the change of
plate thickness as follows.

test ¼ tori
tori
trev

(2)

The validity of the stress estimation equations is verified
through a simple stiffened plate model. This model consists of nine
panels and the detailed configurations are listed in Table 1.

Stress changes of the central panel in Fig. 8 are examined by a
finite element analysis and the estimation equations, and the two
results are compared. Fig. 11(a) compares the average panel axial
stress changes estimated by two methods with changing the plate
thickness from 5mm to 15mm. Fig. 11(b) compares the panel
average transverse stress and Fig. 11(c) the panel average shear
stress in the same manner. From these graphs, it is identified that
the estimation equations provide an accurate prediction of stress
changes.

Secondly, the stiffener sections are varied while fixing the plate
thickness and the resultant stress changes are compared in the
sameway. Two cases are taken into account. As illustrated in Fig. 12

Fig. 7. Panel sections without beam offset.

Table 1
Description of verification model.

Length of each panel 3600mm
Space between stiffeners 1200mm
Initial plate thickness 10mm
Longitudinal stiffener T 254x22 þ 102x22
Longitudinal girder T 525x12 þ 150x25
Transverse girder T 335x11.5 þ 150x15
Longitudinal loads (Fig. 8) Fx¼ 300 kN/m, Fy¼ 100 kN/m
Transverse loads (Fig. 8) Fx¼ 100 kN/m, Fy¼ 300 kN/m
Lateral pressure (Fig. 9) 10 kPa at y¼ 0, 20 kPa at y¼ 10.8m
Boundary condition
(Fig. 10)

Vertical simple support along four edges
X-directional spring along one of short edges
Y-directional spring along one of long edges
Spring constant¼ 10,000 kN/m

Fig. 8. Applied load for verification model.

Fig. 9. Applied pressure for verification model.
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and Fig. 13, the stiffener section along the span direction is changed
and the panel axial stress from FE analysis and the estimation
equations are compared. Next, the stiffener section along the space
direction is varied to examine the transverse stress as depicted in
Fig.14 and Fig.15. The stiffeners to be examined are listed in Table 2.

From these examples, when the sectional area is not substan-
tially different from the initial sectional area, it is found that the
error is small. Furthermore, whenever a line search is completed,
the stresses of FE model are updated by running FE analysis for a
new design point, thus the error induced by the use of approximate
stress estimation equations is not accumulated as the optimization
proceeds. Therefore, it is considered that the stress estimation
equations are sufficiently useful for the calculation of search di-
rection and the step sizes of design variables during the line search.

3.4. Discretization of plate thickness

Plate thickness can be treated as a continuous variable for a
calculation of objective function but needs to be discretized to
reflect the actual market situation where the plate is supplied at
0.5t interval. Two discretization methods can be thought.

Fig. 11. Stress changes with plate thickness change (a) Panel average axial stress; (b) Panel average transverse stress; (c) Panel average shear stress.

Fig. 12. Change of stiffener of span direction.

Fig. 10. Boundary conditions.

Fig. 13. Panel average axial stress changes.
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The first method is to discretize the plate thickness in every step
in line search stage. Although this method may reduce the number
of calculations, there is a fairly large possibility of stopping without
converging near the actual optimum point. In Fig. 16(a), the

discretized plate thickness and stiffener sections are expressed in
gradations of x1 axis and x2 axis, respectively and two line searches
are performed. Too frequent discretization of plate thickness makes
a sophisticated search difficult.

In the second method, the step size is determined by treating
the plate thickness as continuous design variables in the line search
stage and discretizing it at the last step of the line search. The
stiffener section variables are discretized in the same way as the
first discretization method. This method has higher possibility of
arriving at much closer to an actual optimal point than the first
method as illustrated in Fig. 16 (b), even if the number of required
calculations may increases.

Two discretization methods are compared through a simple
optimization examplewhere a simple stiffened plate is subjected to
in-plane biaxial loads and lateral pressure as defined in Table 1,
Figs. 8-10.

The stiffened plate is represented by three plate thickness var-
iables and two stiffener section variables as depicted in Fig. 17. In
order to compare two discretization methods, optimization is car-
ried out with three different starting points. The buckling strength
and yield strength are assessed in accordance with DNV-RP-C201-
Part1 and DNV-RP-C101. The stress estimation Eqs. (1) and (2) are
used in this example.

The first and second starting points located in the feasible region
and the third starting point in the infeasible region. The final
optimal solutions for three starting points using two discretization
methods are compared in Fig. 18.

It is found that the optimal points using the first discretization
method vary depending on the starting points. This can be attrib-
uted by coarse search caused by too frequent discretization of plate
thickness. On the other hand, the final objective values using the
second discretization method converge well to nearly the same
value. Since the stiffener section variables are still discretized, there
are some differences in the final optimal values but it is much
smaller than the first discretization method. Therefore, the second
discretization method is adopted in this study and applied to a

Fig. 14. Change of stiffener of space direction.

Fig. 15. Panel average transverse stress changes.

Table 2
Stiffener Library used for verification.

Library No. Stiffener Sections

1 T 315 � 11 þ 125 � 15 (mm)
2 T 315 � 11.5 þ 125 � 15 (mm)
3 T 340 � 11 þ 125 � 15 (mm)
4 T 315 � 12 þ 125 � 15 (mm)
5 T 340 � 11.5 þ 125 � 15 (mm)
6 T 325 � 12 þ 150 � 15 (mm)
7 T 335x11.5 þ 150 � 15 (mm)
8 T 340x11 þ 150 � 15 (mm)
9 T 335x12 þ 150x15 (mm)
10 T 365x11.5 þ 125x15 (mm)

Fig. 16. Discretization methods.

Fig. 17. Design variables of the model.
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verification model to be explained in Section 5.

4. Effect of scantling changes of one plane on the other
planes

If the number of design variables increases, it is hard to reach an
optimal solution stably because the design space grows exponen-
tially. Thus, if the number is too large, there is no way but to group
the variables to be treated efficiently and the optimization is
separately performed in a sequential way or parallel way. The first
approach corresponds to themulti-level optimization and the latter
multi-disciplinary optimization methods. The grouping should be
made such that the interactions between the groups are minimized
to avoid an iterative design spiral.

In general ship and offshore structure, most of stiffened plates
are placed on one of three planes: so called section, plan and
elevation view. In this kind of model, the effect of scantling changes
of one plane on other planes is not significant. FE analysis is per-
formed to plot the stress changes on four outer shell planes of a
column. As illustrated in Fig. 19, plate thickness on Plane 1 is
changed keeping the scantling of the remaining three planes un-
changed. Then the stress changes of the four planes are
investigated.

Fig. 20 shows the average stress changes of the other planes
when increasing or decreasing the thickness of Plane 1 by 10%, 30%
and 50%.When the plate thickness of Plane1 is reduced by 30% from
the initial thickness, only the stress of Plane 1 increases approxi-
mately 28.5%, and the stress changes of the other planes are limited
to around 1%. Nearly the same results are observed in the case of

thickness increase of 30%. The stresses on a plane are mainly
affected by local pressure imposed on the plane and the local
structural deformation is strongly dependent on the local scantling
itself. If the stresses are induced by global load such as hull girder
bending moment or torsional moment in ship, the effect of the
thickness changes on other planes could be larger than this column
case since the stress is dependent on the section modulus or
torsional stiffness of the entire section. Nevertheless, the effect on
the same plane would be definitely larger than those on other
planes because the secondary or the tertiary bending are local
stresses and their contributions are still significant. Furthermore,
the column or pontoon of semi-submersible floater, the local
structural behavior is dominant. Thus, it is reasonable to group
design variables on the same plane to reduce the size of optimi-
zation and carry out a series of optimizations plane by plane.

5. A verification example

5.1. Model description

The optimization for the outer shell of central column of a semi-
submersible drilling rig is adopted for the verification of the pro-
posed optimization procedure. The drilling rig has two pontoons
and each pontoon is supported by three vertical columns. The
columns support an upper hull which comprise three decks. Two
transverse horizontal bracings are used to connect two opposite
corner columns and four diagonal bracings are placed between two
center columns and the horizontal bracings while forming K-Joint

Fig. 18. Optimization results for different discretization methods (a) the first discretization method; (b) the second discretization method.

Fig. 19. Description of planes for effect of thickness change. Fig. 20. Average rate of stress change.
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Fig. 21. A verification column model.

Table 3
Main dimensions of the semi-submersible.

Pontoons Dimensions Columns Dimensions

Length 118.56m Corner columns, square 13.44� 12.80m
Breadth 15.73m Center columns, square 13.44� 11.52m
Depth 10.15m Column spacing, longitudinal 35.20m
Pontoon spacing 59.28m Column spacing, transverse 59.28m

Fig. 22. Finite element model.

Fig. 23. Design variables of three planes.
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as depicted in Fig. 21. The main dimensions are listed in Table 3.
The load cases are considered as depicted in Fig. 22(a).

⁃ Load case 1: Internal Pressure 1P & 3P tanks
⁃ Load case 2: Internal Pressure 2P tank
⁃ Load case 3: External Pressure

Here, global stresses are not taken into account just for a
simplification of optimization formulation, thus, the scanning,
mapping, and combination steps described in Section 2 are not
necessary.

Boundary conditions are applied as illustrated in Fig. 22(b).
Nodes on the upper horizontal plane of column are fixed for three
translational degree of freedoms, and those on the lower plane for
all degree of freedoms.

5.2. Design variables

The design variables are as follows. As depicted in Fig. 23, there
are four faces in total and two faces are identical. Thus, the scant-
lings on two faces are grouped to Set A and represented by the same
design variables: four plate thickness and four stiffener section
variables. The design variables of Set B consist of four plate thick-
ness and three stiffener section variables and those of Set C three
plate thickness and four stiffener section variables. Thus, there are
total 22 design variables on the outer shell: 11 plate thickness
variables and 11 stiffener section variables.

5.3. Constraints

Buckling strength and yield strength of all panels on the outer
shell subject to three load cases are constraints to be satisfied. The

buckling strength is calculated in accordance with DNV-RP-C201-
Part1 and the yield strength DNV-OS-C101. The following usage
factors are calculated.

⁃ Buckling factor of unstiffened plates with transverse
compression

⁃ Shear yield check of unstiffened plate
⁃ Shear force for stiffener
⁃ Plate-induced buckling factor of stiffened plates
⁃ Stiffener-induced buckling factor of stiffened plates
⁃ Torsional buckling of stiffener
⁃ Stiffener resistance for axial compression and lateral pressure (4
factors)

⁃ Minimum plate thickness
⁃ Minimum section modulus of stiffener

The total number of panels on the outer shell is 972, and the
number of constraints to be considered per one panel is twelve.
Therefore, total 11,664 constraints should be satisfied in this
problem. The upper limits of all constraints are set 0.95 as
addressed in Section 3.1.

5.4. Optimization plane by plane

In the first case study, optimization is performed by dividing the
original problem into three sub-problems. As shown in Fig. 24, the

Fig. 24. Plane by plane optimization.

Fig. 25. Change of plate thickness (Set1).

Table 4
Change of beam sections (Set1).

No. Initial Sections (mm) Final Sections
(mm)

1 L250� 90� 10� 15 L200� 95� 13.5� 13.5
2 L300� 90� 11� 16 L250� 90� 12� 16
3 T700 � 10 þ 200 � 20 L250� 90� 12� 16
4 FB250� 13 FB250� 13

Fig. 26. Buckling strength usage factors (Set1)

Fig. 27. Yield strength usage factors (Set1).
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outer shell is divided into three sets, and optimization is performed
for each set sequentially. Since the stresses of Set 1 may change
after the optimization of Set 2 and Set 3 even if the effect is small,
the sequential optimization needs to be iterated until reaching the
overall convergence.

The results of optimization for each set are as follows.
First, Set 1 has four plate thickness and four stiffener section

variables. The scantling changes of Set 1 after optimization is
shown in Fig. 25 and Table 4. The upper part under relatively small
pressure is reduced 9mm and the optimal thickness increases as it
goes downward.

From the buckling and yield strength values, it can be indirectly
identified whether the final solution reaches close to the actual
optimal solution (Fig. 26 and Fig. 27). Red color indicates the parts
where the maximum usage factor is close to 1.0 and each of four
sections distinguished by the same thickness property contains
local area of red color in at least one of four figures of Figs. 26 and
27. This means, the scantlings of four sections are reduced enough
to be close to the limit of the constraints. Since all panels on each
section are modeled by the same plate thickness and stiffener
section variables, the maximum usage factors of all panels don't
reach the constraint limit, 1.0. Fig. 28 shows change histories of
weight and penalty function values of Set 1 during the optimiza-
tion. The penalty function does not become zero because the
quadratic exterior function is used as the penalty function. How-
ever, it is identified from Figs. 26 and 27 that all yield and buckling
constraints are met.

Next, Set 2 has four plate thickness variables and three stiffener
section variables. Fig. 29 shows buckling and yield strength usage
factors of Set 2 for the optimal solution and Fig. 30 shows the

change histories of weight and penalty function values of Set 2.
In the same manner, Fig. 31 and Fig. 32 show the optimization

results for Set3. In case of Set3, weight decreases in the early stage
while the penalty function grows. This means a design point moves
to infeasible region at the initial phase but the weight increase
again with minimizing the penalty function.

The results of three sequential optimizations are connected as
Fig. 33. In the first cycle, the weight decrease is remarkable. How-
ever, in the second cycle, no further changes in weights in all sets
are observed due to the convergence of the optimal solution.

5.5. Case studies for different approaches and starting points

In this subsection, the plane-by-plane optimization is compared
with other grouping methods. The methods are also investigated
with respect whether to convergewell regardless of starting points.
Fig. 34 shows three cases classified according to how divide the set.
Case 1 is the case of the previous subsection. Case 2 is a case where
the stiffened plate on XZ-plane are grouped in one set and the
plates on XY-plane in another set. Then, two sets are optimized
sequentially. In Case 3, the optimization of the entire outer shell is
performed at once. As the entire model is divided to more sets, the
number of design variables to deal with simultaneously in each
optimization decreases.

Whether the optimization was accomplished correctly or not
can be indirectly evaluated by whether to reach the same optimum
from different starting points. Two different models are generated
by reinforcing and weakening the original scantlings as depicted in

Fig. 28. Optimization result of Set1.

Fig. 29. Buckling and yield strength usage factors (Set2).

Fig. 30. Optimization result of Set 2.
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Fig. 31. Buckling and yield strength usage factors (Set 3).

Fig. 32. Optimization result of Set 3.

Fig. 33. Result of plane-by-plane optimization.

Fig. 34. Three plane separation cases.

Fig. 35. Three starting points.

Fig. 36. Result of three different cases.
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Fig. 37. Optimization results for three cases with three different starting points (a) Case1; (b) Case2; (c) Case3.

Fig. 38. Investigation of the effect of using direct FE analysis instead of analytical stress estimation.
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Fig. 35. Thus, the total weight increases by 53.6 ton and decreases
by 58.0 ton, respectively.

First, three optimizations are performedwith different grouping
cases from the same starting design point (starting point 2). Fig. 36
shows the weight change histories during the optimization process
for three cases. This graph shows Case 1 yields the best solution.
The maximum number of design variables that the optimization
can treat stably is hard to define. However, the smaller number of
design variables are treated simultaneously, the higher the possi-
bility of fining a better solution stably becomes. It is enabled by
small couplings between the separate sets.

Second, for each case, the optimization is repeated with
different starting points addressed in Fig. 35. Fig. 37 shows the
weight change histories for three cases with three different starting
points. In Case 1, plane-by-plane optimization, the weight values
converge to nearly the same value even if the final design points
don't coincide exactly, This result is contrasted with Case 3 where
the variations of converged optimums are not negligible and it is
difficult to regard the optimizations are well accomplished. Case 2
shows stable convergence to the nearly same objective value, but
the value is a little bit higher than Case 1.

From this case study, it is concluded that it is effective to divide
design variables by plane and optimize sequentially for better
search and better convergence. Too many design variables and too
many constraints can lead to poor optimization.

5.6. Use of direct FE analysis instead of analytical stress estimation

As the last case study, the effect of analytical stress estimation
used for the calculation of gradient and line search is examined. Set
A is optimized using both a direct FE analysis (Fig. 38(a)) and the
analytical stress estimation method. Two optimization results are
compared in Fig. 38(b). The direct FE analysis provides slightly
lower weight than the estimation method but the difference is just
about 2.6%. Even if the analytical stress estimation method is
adopted, the exact stress results are updated by FE analysis after
each line search step. Thus, the error is not accumulated as the line
search is not repeated.

6. Conclusion

A study on FEA-based weight optimization of semi-submersible
structures is introduced. As a preliminary work for the optimiza-
tion, full automation of the strength assessment process of semi-
submersible structures is implemented. In addition, several tries
are attempted to reduce the number of FE analysis and to obtain
robust optimization convergence: discretization of stiffener section
profiles, stress estimation formulas, discretization of plate thick-
ness, and plane-by-plane optimization. From theses attempts, the

followings are found.

⁃ The proposed stress estimation assumption that the stress is
inversely proportional to the area of stiffened plate is found to
work well in the optimization.

⁃ The correlation of the sum of weight and usage factor is stronger
with the sectional area than moment of inertia. The optimiza-
tion result is slightly better when the sectional area is selected
as the denominator of the gradient of unconstrained objective
function.

⁃ Two discretization methods are proposed and the results are
compared. It is found that the optimization performance is
better when the discretization of plate thickness is made after
the line search rather than in the middle of the search.

⁃ The stresses on a plane are mainly affected by local pressure
imposed on the plane and the local structural deformation is
strongly dependent on the local scantling itself. This is observed
in box-type structure such as a column structure of semi-
submersible.

⁃ The plane-by-plane optimization shows better optimization
performance and more robust convergence than the simulta-
neous optimization of all variables.
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